TO: Devlin Stone
FROM: David Lear
Date: 12 September 3079
As with our previous reports, this report is an overview, based
upon data compiled from multiple sources, including official channels,
covert activities, public material as well as corporate information that
the owning of one mere share of stock allows. Although this material
has been vetted as thoroughly as possible, even the most complete
cross-checking cannot assure that we are completely accurate
regarding another nation’s state secrets.
While it is easy to think of House Steiner as a mercantile state with
little interest in conflict, the Lyran Alliance is a capable and dangerous
state. As such, it should not be taken lightly; despite our good relations

with them. Their excursions into the former Free Worlds League a
decade ago are a lesson that they should be not dismissed out of
hand. With that noted, the Alliance has far greater concerns than our
plans, namely the persistent threat of Clan Jade Falcon. In addition,
there is also the Draconis Combine, Clan Wolf, the border states of the
former League, and their Periphery border.
The nation will likely turn to recovery after the final defeat of the
Blakists, trying to use their industrial base to rebuild their defenses
faster than their enemies. We should, as ever, keep an eye on the
Alliance and remember that it is a foreign border, but incursions will
most likely be from dissenters, such as the inevitable resurgence of Free
Skye. In such a conflict, planets that are currently undisputed within our
territory may be drawn into the conflict as rebels demand territory that
is “traditionally” or “historically” associated with their cause.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Field Report: LAAF is a BattleTech supplement designed to provide players with information about the state of the Lyran
Alliance Armed Forces (LAAF) in the aftermath of the liberation of Terra during the Jihad (and before the eventual formation of the
Republic of the Sphere).
This first section of this book—the Alliance Overview—is divided into two broad sections, a Strategic Update and the Goals
of the State. Strategic Update is a brief overview of the LAAF’s current condition and perceived objectives, while Goals of the State
presents the political and suspected military benchmarks the Lyrans are likely to use in the future.
The next chapter, Logistical Status, covers the state of Academies and Command Centers throughout the Alliance, while
Infrastructural Integrity will present an overview of the state of LAAF support units in the wake of the Jihad.
The next chapter, Military Readiness, will present a specific update on the status, officers, and notable events of the various
brigades of the LAAF, with an eye toward their likely future employment. Included are ratings for the experience and estimated
combat strengths of each regiment within the subject brigade.
Finally, Irregular Forces covers the prominent state-employed mercenaries and other irregular forces.
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ALLIANCE OVERVIEW

SOCIAL-KILLER

The Lyran Alliance has a heavy reliance on the traditions of the old Lyran Commonwealth,
but that is not to say that the Alliance is identical to its ancestor. Having learned both from
its time as a partner in the Federated Commonwealth as well as its successes and failures
since, the Alliance has remained a capable state with a fierce industrial heart. With such
a strong economic backbone, this realm can weather infrastructural damage that would
cripple its neighbors.

STRATEGIC UPDATE
Ever the team player (at least publicly), the Alliance was more than willing to donate
troops to the Coalition. Of course, this was likely because some of the first Coalition targets
were Lyran worlds under Blakist control. A further drive into the heart of the Protectorate
was also self-serving, as anything that could relieve the pressure on the various front lines
would give their shattered interior more time to recover. Of course, in helping them, we
open ourselves access to that same economy as well.
Most interesting was the allocation of forces from the Lyrans. Duke Robert KelswaSteiner, with the power of the Isle of Skye behind him, took half of the Skye Rangers with
him while nearly all of the other contributions were from the Arcturan Guards—over five
solid regiments worth. A few more regiments were thrown in for good measure, but it
was apparent that the Arcturans would take the brunt of the fighting for our cause. Duke
Kelswa-Steiner’s military skill proved a double-edge sword, helping military success but
building up a dangerous amount of political capital for someone of his power to use against
the Archon.
The LAAF LYRAN
fought well in
conjunction with the Coalition, especially alongside the
ALLIANCE
Federated Suns and our forces. The latter may not be very apparent, but Lyran natives were
some of our first volunteers and a number of units that fell were absorbed into our rolls.
Stereotypically, several mid-level officers spent almost as much time politically fighting
amongst themselves, as they did actually fighting the enemy. (Such is the nature of the
beast with the Lyran forces, where fighting skills are only a portion of the total package

er at the head of two distinct realms,

I met Hauptmann Cassandra Lightfoot at
a party after we linked up with the Twenty-fifth
Arcturan Guard on Lyons. I was surprised they had
time for one, but she was resplendent in her gown,
the center of attention. She could tell stories and
had all the other officers and locals there eating
out of her hand. I tried to talk strategy or tactics
with her, but she elegantly brushed it aside. A
typical Social General in the making.
After hitting Chara, we crossed paths
again, on the battlefield. We were stonewalled
pretty good by the Blakists. But she just used
her company like a vibroblade through veal,
opening up a huge hole for us to exploit. She
was even gracious when filing her report,
never hinting that her little company saved our
battalion’s bacon.
—Field report from Major Nancy Smith,
Stone’s Lament, 3077

WHERE THE HEART IS
[Admiral Nathalie Cara]: “Steward, have all
stations reported pre-jump readiness?”
[Leutnant Wyatt Steward]: “Aye, Admiral.
Confirmation from throughout the ship.”
[Cara]: “Navigation, are the coordinates entered and double-checked?”
[Leutnant Tommy Yu]: “Affirmative, Admiral.
My calculations agree with the automated ones.”
[Cara]: “Good. Jump drive is charged and ready?”
[Yu]: “Affirmative, Admiral. We are ready to
commence the jump upon your command.”
[Cara]: “Verify that our bubble is clear.“
[Steward]: “Aye, Admiral. Radar puts all contacts clear of our jump bubble.”
[Cara]: “Now hear this. Crew of the LAS Invincible, we have one last jump to perform. Everyone to jump stations. We will jump in five…
four…three…two…jump!”
[Yu]: “Jump engaged, Admiral.”
[Brief delay. Suddenly, the calm background hum
of shipboard systems is pierced by the angry wail
of emergency claxons.]
[Cara]: “All stations, report!”
[Steward]: “Decompression alarm! We’ve got
minor air leaks on sections twelve, fifteen, twenty-eight and forty-three. Bulkheads in place. Minor structural damage as well. Nothing critical.”
[Yu]: “Jump core reports multiple fractures and
a rupture in helium reserve Alpha. The cappy-

CONTINUED ON P. 4
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PEBBLES AND AVALANCHES

ALLIANCE GUARDS

Remnants of the Federated Commonwealth Corps, the Alliance Guards proved both their loyalty and
their resilience during the Civil War. Given the outcome of that conflict, this again put the Guards’ loyalty
in question, especially given that Hauptmann-General Isadora Agravaine remained in command of the
Guards despite the change in Archonship from Katherine to Peter to Adam. After a brief involvement
in the invasion of the Free Worlds League, the Guards were used as a solid backbone for the defense
of the realm throughout much of the Jihad.
The Alliance Guards have found themselves toward the end of the line when it comes to resupply
and refit. Nevertheless, they are relatively well off, able to keep their modern machines running while
the older ones died, thanks to a relative lack of manpower. Over time, the Guards will likely start receiving
cast-off machines as the rest of the LAAF modernizes, and may have to consider jury-rigged industrial
equipment to supplement their front line forces.

CONDITION
All three Guards regiments saw action during the Jihad. The Fourth Guards hit Thermopolis in 3068, helping to dismantle the Fifth Fusiliers
of Oriente before continuing on to Autumn Wind. As the League hit back, the Fourth moved to a reserve position and primarily fought raiders.
Much of their force was picked clean to supplement other commands hammered by the counterattack. The lull along the League border since
the cease-fire left the Fourth waiting for a strike that never came.
Similarly, the Third was used as a reserve force and a supplement for damaged commands during the occupations of Tharkad and Hesperus
II. They did see action after being transferred to Timbiqui, though that was against pirates raiding the famous brewery. The video captured of
a Third Guards Zeus being sprayed down by a beer truck as it cut a marauding Centurion in half with energy weapons has made its rounds
through the Inner Sphere.
The Fifth Alliance Guards defended against Falcon raids in the early 3070s. Though they suffered more casualties than the other Guards,
they weren’t scavenged for pilots and ’Mechs to bolster other commands. Since then, they joined the rest of the Guards on the border of the
disintegrating Free Worlds League. Recent retirements have changed the Fifth’s dynamic as younger warriors have replaced most of the senior
command slots; only Colonel Karami Mohammed remains as a holdover from the Civil War.

MORALE
The morale of the Alliance Guards brigade is lower than it has ever been. Their relegation to a reserve role, combined with their primarily
losses to transfers has left many resentful of the remainder of the LAAF. Still, the relative lack of combat has left the brigade’s overall command
intact. Moreover, unlike many of the other Alliance forces, the Guards are all posted close enough to one that they can provide mutual support
along the League border.

REGIMENTAL STATUS
Third Alliance Guards
Regiment/Regular/Questionable
40% strength | 90% Upgraded
Current Base: Timbiqui

Fourth Alliance Guards
Regiment/ Veteran/Questionable
40% strength | 80% Upgraded
Current Base: Cavanaugh II
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Fifth Alliance Guards
Regiment/ Veteran/Reliable
55% strength | 95% Upgraded
Current Base: New India / Timbuktu

